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ODK taps 19 students, 2 faculty members
Nineteen students were tapped
early this morning by Omicron
Delta Kappa (ODK), the men's
national leadership society. ODK
also tapped two faculty members.
Initiation for the new members
will be held today at 5 p.m. in
Prout Chapel with banquet to follow at 7 p.m. In the Holiday Inn.
Each quarter ODK taps outstanding m>»n In one or more of the
following areas: scholarship, student government, publications,
athletics, speech, music, drama
and the other arts.
Faculty members tapped are:
DR. TREVOR J. PHILLIPS —
An Assistant professor of education, he Joined the faulty In 1963
as an Instructor In the department of education, and has taught
philosophy of education since that
date. He has served on the Admissions Policy Advisory, the
Publications Committee (chairman
for two years) and the Curriculum
Committee.

He also served on the ad hoc
Residential College Committee,
which culminated In the conference held on campus In 1967.
Dr. Phillips is the co-founder
of the Bowling Green State University local of the Student Federation of Teachers. Recently he
founded and co-edited "New Directions In Teaching," a non Journal committed to the Improvement of undergraduate teaching and
learning. Frequently he has participated In the Free University
programs on campus.
Formerly he advised the Student
Charities Board and was a coordinator of the annual Teacher
Career Day.
Currently Dr. Phillips is coauthoring a revised edition of a
philosophy of education text.
Dr. Phillips obtained a B.A.
from Sir George Williams University, Montreal; an M.A. and
Ph.D. from the University of Connecticut.
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DR. RAYMOND F. BARKER —
An Associate professor of marketing, he teaches marketing research and marketing management. He is also a member of
Alpha Chi, honorary scholastic
fraternity; Beta Ganma Sigma,
business honorary; and Pi Sigma
Epsllon, national professional
marketing fraternity.
He is the faculty advisor for
Phi Kappa Tau, social fraternity
and serves as a co-advisor for the
BG student chapter of the American Marketing Association.
In the past he has served as secretary of a program committee of
the Northwest Ohio Chapter of the
American Marketing Association.
Presently he is vice president
and chairman of this association.
Dr. Barker Is a momber of the
University Faculty Leaves and Research Committee. He is a past
chairman of the College of Business Administration Executive
Committee, chairman of the committee preparing a doctoral proposal for the College of Business;
past chairman of the screening
committee to consider candidates
for Dean of the College of Business.
Dr. Barker earned his M.B.A.
and Ph. D. from fhe University
of Texas and his B.A. from Texas Western College.
Dr. Barker Is married, and
he and his wife,Dorothea, have
three children.
The following Is a rundown on
each of the students tapped this
morning:
Athletic*
DENNIS PATRICK CAVANAUGH
— A Junior business major In the
College of Liberal Arts with a
3.05 accumulative point average;

varsity letter in tennis; member
of the MAC Scholastic Basketball
team last year.
GUENTER KARL HEROLD —
A senior majoring in political science In the College of Liberal Arts
with a 2.82 accumulative point
average; member of Delta Phi Alpha; has received asslstantshlps
from both the sociology and political science departments; four
varsity letters; Sigma Chi IFC
representative; named to first
team all-Ohio In sophomore year
for soccer, and has made the most
goals in any career at BGSU his
senior year counting; Traffic Justice for Student Court, Student Departmental Advising Board for political science department; Treasurer of Sigmi Chi; member of
a committee to revise the Student Code.

JAMtS PATRICK REARDON —
A senior majoring In history and
political science in the College of
Education with a 2.80 accumulative
average; two varsity letters; MAC
discus champion 1967-8; All-Ohio
Champion In 1968; Central Collegiate Conference Champion In
1968; United States Track and
Field Federation Championships;
Discus Bronze Medalist, 1968;
participant in NCAA Championships, 1967-8.
DENNIS ANDREW ZOLCIAK —
A senior majoring in mathematics,
mlnorlng in physical education In
the College of Education with a 2.77
accumulative average; three varsity letters; captain of the football team. Second Team All ~
MAC 1967.
Music

Dr. Raymond F. Barker

Army general
to review cadets
at noon today
MaJ. Gen. Edwin H. Burba, First
Army, will be on campus today
to review the University's ROTC
unit.
General Burba Is the Deputy
Commanding General of the First
Army and is stationed at Ft. Mead,
Md. Part of his duties are to oversee the ROTC units of the First
Army.
General Burba, a veteran of
World War II and of Korea, has
received the Silver Star, the Legion of Merit-Three Oak Leaf Cluster, the Bronze Star-O ak Leaf Cluster, the Arm/ Com nendatlon Medal, and the Purple Heart.
He will be Interviewed by WBGUTV and will speak to the advanced
course cadets In the afternoon.
General Burba will conclude his
visit with a tour of the facilities on
campus.

information regarding alternatives
for businessmen faced with relocation so they can have this Information available when they make their
decisions on what to do," Dr. Joyce
said.
He added that the Bowling
Green professors would be talking
with all the businessmen In the
Roosevelt area, making studies and
will make suggestions based on
these studies.
He also pointed out that the project has received the support of
Harambee, Inc., a non-profit corporation formed to improve the
process of economic development
in Toledo's Negro community.
The government financed the venture because business relocation Is
a problem in all major cities. If It
Is successful, the project may be
used as a guide to similar programs, according to Dr. Govoni.
Dr. Joyce and Dr. Govoni expect to work with city planning agencies in the project. Target date for
completion of the relocation has
been set for mid-summer. There is
an urgency In the program because
the city of Toledo began developing
some of the Roosevelt area earlier
this month, Dr. Joyce said.

THOMAS DENNIS HINE — A
senior majoring in Journalism In
the College of Business Administration with a 2.65 accum dative
average; Outstanding Sophomore
in Journalism, 1967-8; first place
sports story 1967-8 (Judged by
Ohio College Newspaper Association); Best sports column, 1967-8
(Judged by OCNA); has held positions on BG News as sports
writer, freshman year; assistant
Sports Editor, 1st semester sophomore year; Sports Editor 2nd
semester sophomore year through
Junior year; Editor, senior year.
DAVID CAUGHEY MILLER —
A senior majoring in Journalism
in the College of Business with
a 3.02 accumulative average; asslstantshlp In Journalism 1967-8;
member of the Pullcatlons Committee; Editor - In - Chief of
1969 Key; President of Sigma Delta Chi; member of the Undergraduate Professional Journalism Society.
Scholarship

GETTING READY-John Quinn, pageant director, and PauUtte
Breen put the 23 Miss 8GSU contestants through their paces
luring a rehersal for the Miss BGSU pageant, beginning at 7:30
p.m. Thursday and continuing at 8 p.m. Friday.

23 vie for BGSU crown
The Miss BGSU Pageant, sponsored by ths Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity, will be held tomorrow and Friday evenings in the
Grand Ballroom.
The competition will begin at
7:30 p.m. Thursday and at 8 p.m.
Friday.
A field of 10 seml-flnalists will
be chosen Thursday and will return
Friday to compete In the finals.
The winner will be eligible to compete in the Miss Ohio pageant.
John Quinn, master of ceremonies, said competition will consist of swlmsuit, talent and evening
gown, in that order.
The winner of the pageant will

PATRICK J. RAFFERTY -- A
senior majoring in music in the
College of Education with a 3.1
accumulative average; concertmaster, University Orchestra;
member of the Toledo Symphony
Orchestra.
Publications

Vol. 53, No. 44

$8,000 plus advice
going to Toledo area
An $8,000 grant to Bowling Green
State University from the U.S.
Office of Education and the Ohio
Board of Regents will be used
to advise businessmen faced with
relocation in Toledo's Roosevelt
area.
The area, a predominantly Negro
one, Is the site of an urban renewal project. Nearly 50 businesses and social Institutions will
have to vacate the area within the
next six months, according to Dr.
George Joyce, associate professor
of marketing.
The grant, awarded under Title
I of the 1965 Higher Education Act,
will be administered by Dr. Joyce
and Dr. Norman Govoni, assistant
professor of marketing.
Dr. Joyce emphasized the project is an advisory one and that
businessmen are under no obligation to act upon any of the suggestions.
"We're compiling all

Dr. Trevor J. Phillips

receive prizes, Including a Patricia Stevens modeling scholarship,
a $50 Pepsi-Cola scholarship, and
the clothes she will need for the
Miss Ohio Pageant will be available to her at cost from the Clothes
Rack In Bowling Green.
The pageant Is open to the public
both nights free of charge. Attendance for the final competition in
past years has exceeded 2,000.
The contestants and their representative housing units are: Susan
Hannah Dunbar Hall; Nancy Jeanne
Sutler, Alpha Delta PI; Stephanie
Flckel, Alpha Gamma Delta; Judith
Lee Johnson, Moony Hall; Janet

Eisner, Ashley Hall; Susan Reszka,
Mac Donald East; Pam Breeding,
Treadway Hall; Beverly Evans,
Delta Sigma Theta; Sherry Leigh
Haskett, Gamma Phi Beta; Karen
Patterson, Harmon Hall; and Cynthia Ann Nor but, Delta Gamma.
Kathryn France,
Mac Donald
North; Kathy Baumann, Phi Mu;
Karen Sue Joseph, Chi Omega;
Judith Ann Shoup, Prout Hall; Judy
Jagger, Kappa Delta; Julie K. Spitzer, Lowery Hall; Stephanie Lynne
Jordanek, Chapman Hall; Connie
Hartley, AlphaChiOmega; Susan
Schaefer, Alpha XI Delta; Becky
Stout, MacDonald West; and Jan
Jones, Alpha Phi.

JAMES WILLIAM LANS — A
Junior in the College of Education
majoring In history, political science and English with a 3.9 accumulative point average. Lane
has received an asslstantship from
the history department and three
University scholarships. He was
the Phi Eta Sigma Man of the Year
as a sophomore. Lane, president
of Alpha Phi Omega, Is on the Student Advisory Board for the history department.
RICHARD DAVID BARKER — A
senior chemistry major in the College of Liberal Arts; member
of Alpha Tau Omega and chairman of the Spirit and Traditions
Board. Barker is vice president
of Phi Eta Sigma and secretary
of Beta Beta Beta.
DAVID WALTER OLSON — A
Junior pre-med student In the College of Liberal Arts with a 3.9
accumulative point average. Olson
has received a University Scholarship for Academic Achievement
and Is a member of Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha Epsllon Delta, Kappa
Mu Epsllon and Beta Beta Beta.
HOWARD M. KOFF — A senior
majoring in business admlnistra(Contlnued on page 4)
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letters to the editor
Ineffective Council
Student Council had better stop playing games and get down to
business.
At last we«
-i'k's meeting, there were two bills discussed, one
for student candidates, and the
concerning election petitions
pe
other concerning traffic violations.
On the agenda for this week's meeting, there is only one bill:
a proposed amendment to the Student council rules of order.
Council members may think bills like this are important, because
they concern them mightily, but two of three of the aforementioned bills do not concern the student body whatsoever.
Throughout the entire first quarter, members of Council showed
a definite zeal for their parliamentary debates and maneuverings,
while totally ignoring the areas that really affect the students,
such as academics and tuition.
Student Council showed complete ineptitude when it came to
doing something about the problems in the Association of Women
Students' judicial system. Technically, they could do nothing
because of the autonomy AWS possesses, but the concensus among Council members was that something should be done.
The fact is, nothing of substance was done; Council didn't even
try to take steps to see if it was possible to bring AWS under
closer scrutiny of Council. The only legislation ever considered
on AWS was withdrawn before it could be voted upon.
Even the wordings of the bills passed has shown a lack of confidence in Student Council by its own members. Every bill passed
that does not concern Council directly, has been a "suggestion",
not an affirmative statement of proposed action.
We suggest that Council members start taking their job seriously
and start representing their constituents vigorously, or their record will be among Uie worst in a history of impotent Student
Councils at Bowling Green.
If they continue to play around, we suggest constituent pressure
upon them to do something, with the threat of being ignored when
time for re-election comes.

—.__-««*
I

—::»»

Ballroom woes
Sunday night I attended the Flip
Wilson show, and I must say, that
had I been able to see the artists, I'm sure I would have enJoyed the show much more than
I did! I had to spend the entire
evening craning my neck trying
to see the performers. The sound
system was fine, but I can stay
home if I just want to "listen"
to these artists.
If the Grand Ballroom Is the
only place to hold this type of
show, then perhaps the seats could
be arranged so that chairs are
not placed directly one behind the
other, and the stage could perhaps
be raised to a higher level, thus
making It somewhat easier for the
audience to see the performers.
I'm sure that a good part of this
audience dro vein from surrounding areas, what a disappointment
for them.
Patricia Ware
German/Russian Dept.

this is an accurate or near accurate definition, how can the News
print the absurb and abstract rambllngs of the "guest columnist,"
Roger G. Schmidt?
If there is any truth at all in
the statement that "we see things
as we are-not as they are," It
is obvious the "guest columnist"
views most of life's experiences
with an intense negativism. His
rambllngs hint (but how can one
be sure?) he sees not the donut
but the hole.
Rather than further subject the
News readers to such vague and
meaningless drivel, would you consider one of the following alternatives as a way to fill the space:
1. Print another photo
2. Sell another ad
3. Expand the campus calendar
4. Leave the entire space blank
so the reader can doodle, figure
his budget, or play tlc-tac-toe.
Carl Culver
Everlasting Ridge
Rislngsun, Ohio

Absurd rumblings

New pho„$?

Have the readers of BG News
been subjected to some outlandish hoax or has the News staff
been left so lacking for material
they will publish just anything
submitted?
The consensus is that the term
"guest speaker," "guest artist,"
or "guest columnist" indicates the
services rendered hv the guest are
of unusual quality and worth—worthy of one's consideration. If

In last Thursday's paper there
appeared an article concerning
the coming to this campus of the
"best system" (a telephone system) that Mr. Milliron has researched. This system Is to be
Installed tor the coming academic
year (69-70), and supposedly will
enable every person living on campus to have their own telephone In
their rooms. This I whole-heart-

_ _

-. «g

edly endorse, if In fact It becomes a reality; It seems this
telephone In every room has been
rumored before.
However, the purpose of this
letter is to ask one simple question, that being: how can a new
telephone system be effective without a coordinating directory listing every person's name, room
number, and telephone number?
And also how can we expect a directory of this type, when it seems
even Impossible to obtain a campus
directory for t h 1 s antlquatedsystem?
I realize that there Is a lot of
work in compiling a directory of
this, or any magnltule, however,
even a listing of telephone numbers for different halls and their
respective floors would be an improvement over what we've been
given so far.
Charles Wolf
439 Bromfleld

Column policy
The BG News has no regular
columnists as such. Any member
of the University community may
submit a column for consideration, with all columns being judged
for publication on Individual merit.
Columns may be submitted to
the News Office between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. They should be typed
and triple spaced.
Columns must be In good taste
and not Infringe upon the laws
of libel to be considered for publication. We reserve the right to
edit all articles submitted.

Nixon and the blacks
By SHIRAZ TONY PEERA
Student Columnist

On November 5th, Richard
Nixon won the election, to become the 37th President of the
United States. The majority of
the whites voted for him but he
received a small percentage of
the Negro vote. Does this mean
that negroes have lost the election?
It has often been suggested that
President-elect Nixon owes the
black community no political debt,
because he got few black votes.
But I do not think this Is what
the Nixon Administration has in
mind.
The problem of hard core em ployment, wide poverty, and social
disorders will not be swept under
the rug. Nixon, throughout his
campaign, showed his concern for
the black community.
As he said in one of his speeches,
"I ntegratlon
must come
but in order for it to come on a
sound equal basis, the black community has to be built from within,
even as the old barriers between
black and white are dismantled
from without."
The plan Nixon has to help the

black community is through implentatlon of Black Capitalism, By
this, he means bringing private
enterprise into the ghettos; to find
Jobs which will have to be provided within a framework that
establishes dignity and the pride
of the black man as well as the
white.
This, according to Nixon, can
only be accomplished in this way:
"It has to be accompanied by an
expansion of black ownership, of
black capitalism. We need more
black employees, more black businesses. We also have to get the
people of the ghetto into private
enterprise as workers, as managers, as owners."
The Nixon Administration will
also try a new approach.
It
intends: 1. To reduce the role
of government in the welfare business and increase the role of
business in helping solve social
problems.
2. To encourage and give incentive to state and local government to deal with many problems.
Thus Nixon's approach to help
the black community has won favourable reactions from the Negro
leaders. Roy Innis, the National
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director of CORE said, "I believe Mr. Nixon can make an Important contribution towards the
restoration of peace In the cities."
Roy Wilkins, the executive director of the NAACP said, "I am
very hopeful that Mr. Nixon will
Implement the concept of black
capitalism."
Whitney Young said, "I believe
he wants to be a good President."
Nixon is aware of the black community's distrust and is determined to overcome this obstacle.
He has already begun a dialogue
with different black community
groups.
The appointment of Robert
Brown as a special assistant to
the President on Urban affairs
is a further Indication of President-elect Nixon's determination to
help the black community. Mr
Nixon has also indicated that he
will ask the Congress to encourage Negro- owned and operated
businesses, housing projects, and
other enterprises in ghettos.
For a long time, Negroes have
been Ignoring what Nixon has to
sav on the black community. To
them anything that Nixon says is
white oppression or tokenism.
So, I think it is high time the
black people of this country become more realistic and optimistic about their progress for the
next four years.
If the black
community wants black pride,
black jobs, and black opportunity,
they will have to talk to Nixon.
He has taken the first step;
now it is up to the black community to show that they would
really like to work for a better
black community tomorrow, which
Is only possible when a rapport
between Nixon and the black community has been achieved.
As Nixon said, "The black man's
pride is the white man's hope and
we must all, black and white, respond to that pride and that hope."
The News welcomes letters to
the editoi. Letters should be
typewritten and signed by the
author and cafry his typewritten
name, address and phone number.
As many letters as possible
will be published within the
limits of space, good taste and
laws of libel. The News reserves
the right to edit letters more than
300 words in length.

CHANGES

Who failed first?
By FRED ZACKEL
Student Columnist
Eighty men will be freed this Friday In Mansfield, Ohio. The minute
they leave the old gothlc prison that is the Ohio State Reformatory, they
will be on their own, trying desperately hard to re-enter society.
They were criminals. They robbed, assaulted, raped or escaped
from somewhere to have ended there. Each one knows he deserved
his particular sentence.
And now they wiU be free. The State of Ohio has forgiven them for
their crimes. They have paid, In solitude, loneliness, suffering and
many moments of despair, for all that they have committed.
They will not be forced to remake their lives. They must re-enter
the society against which they sinned.
The State is giving them
another chance.
And what will happen to them? Some will fall, others wiU succeed.
Those that fall to adapt will be returned to Mansfield, or will enter
another prison, to serve yet another period of confinement.
And yet, who is to blame for his failure? Obviously, the man
failed, women say, since he committed a crime. But who failed first?
What Is it about men that some commit crimes and most do not?
Sociology teaches that criminals are not physically or physiologically
different from non-criminals. And that leaves environment*
Most prisoners in America are blacks. The ghetto spawns hate
and violence.
Most are relatively uneducated. Knowledge breeds temperance?
And opportunities are scarce , if you have only started the sixth grade.
Most have homes divided by poverty and ignorance.
Environment? It's almost too obvious.
But, the times are changing slowly. The ghetto structure is acknowledged. Poverty programs, civil rights work, the growing realization
of what a criminal is, all are starting to change.
Prisons offer some rehabilitatllon to these men. Prisons are offering
trade and educational facilities. The men are receiving useful training
to help cancel the environmental changes that lead them to their crimes.
It's not enough, but It's a start.
But it doesn't end there. The crucial time for all ex-cons is at home.
Their hometown, their family, their boss, canmakeor break the former
inmates.
•
Will their hometown give them the chance to buy a home, to buy
a car, to find the happiness they've missed? WiU their families forgive them, accept them, grant the compassion and consideration to
let them start .over?
And will the factories, the stores, the offices in their hometown
give them a chance to demonstrate their newly-acquired skills in
welding, electronics, carpentry, construction work, appliance repair,
linotype, auto mechanics, and photography? Or will the employers
shun them, cringe from their touch? Will they be able to find a job
which will let them have a decent life, that will give them the chance
to be men, to gain respect, to forget the past and prison life?
»
Only time will tell, says a well-worn cliche. But they have served
their time. Each day in prison was a month long, each night a year.
They have paid their time.
But what about this time?
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LBJ ups defense budget
— - from the Associated Press

Mitchell favors wire tapping
WASHINGTON - John N. Mitchell said yesterday that If confirmed
as attorney general he will make use of wiretapping and electronic
surveillance In warring against crime.
The Crime Control and Save Streets Act passed by Congress last
year authorizes wiretapping and electronic eavesdropping by law enforcement officers to combat crime, but the Johnson administration
has declined to make use of It.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Johnson asked Congress yesterday
to spend $81.5 billion for defense
In the coming fiscal year, slightly
reducing Vietnam costs but warning of the need to ''counter a wide
range of potential military
threats.'*
His spending proposals for the
1970 fiscal year topped these of
the current year by $500 million
despite a cut of $3.4 billion in
the cost of supporting 639,000.
fighting men in Southeast Asia.
Vietnam alone accounts for
nearly one-third of the proposed

military spending, but the accent
in Johnson's final defense budget
is on beefing up the fighting power
of forces elsewhere in the world
• and on developing new weapons and
equipment.
The President attributed reduction in Vietnam spending to
"changing combat patterns and revised combat requirements."
Large-scale operations have been
reduced and the bombing of North
Vietnam has been halted.
The new budget, subject to
changes by the Nixon administration and the Congress, provides
for 3,455,000 men and women in

uniform on active duty, 32,000
below peak strength in the current year.
The Army will absorb most of
the cut, 26,000, mainly through the
release of reserves
Johnson reminded Congress of
his earlier '-Intention to develop
a fair and impartial random system of selection" for drafting men,
a plan thwarted by Congress In
1967. He used his farewell budget
message to plead for a law providing for a variation of a lottery
system for selection men to bear
arms.

Newspaper strike continues College campus rebellions
reach nation wide proportion

WASHINGTON - Negotiations continued yesterday In an effort to
resolve a six-day-old strike by the Wire Service Guild against the
Associated Press.
At the request of a federal mediator, both sides withheld comment.
In New York, Guild members on the New York Post, The New York
Times and the New York Dally News resumed editing and processing
the AP news and photographic services for their newspapers.
Gulldsmen on these newspapers had refused to handle AP stories
or pictures at the start of the strike, but an arbitrator ruled Monday
that nothing In the union's agreement permits Guild members to refuse to handle such copy.

Narcotics raid successful
COLUMBUS _ Six men and two women were arrested Monday
night, in a narcotics raid that cut off a source of heroin supply In
Columbus.
Six of those arrested were In a downstairs recreation room when
the police broke Into the house. One squadman broke a basement
window and covered those In the room with his gun until the raiders
could get Into the house.
Police confiscated $1,600 In cash and about $500 In narcotics.

Democrats replace O'Brien
WASHINGTON - Sen. Fred Harris of Oklahoma was unanimously
elected chairman of the Democratic National Committee yesterday.
He succeeds Lawrence F. O'Brien, who guided the campaigns of
three Democratic presidential candidates prior to his resignation
last week to go into the Investment banking business.

Navy inquiry set
SAN DIEGO - The
of the Intelligence ship
The Navy said the
mission and operation
tention of the crew.

Navy will open a court of Inquiry into the case
Pueblo next Monday.
inquiry would have three phases, including the
of the ship, its seizure last Jan. 23 and the de-

Fighting erupts in China
HONG KONG -Chinese travelers reported yesterday that fighting
has erupted between antl-Maolst guerrillas and army troops.
The travelers said most of the guerillas are followers of President Liu Shao Chi, target of the followers of chairman Mao Tse Tung.
The Maoist regime has executed large numbers of Liu followers
while preparing for the Chinese communist party's 9th Congress,
the travelers said. Many reported the large south China city of Canton is suffering a Maoist purge of public executions, assassinations
and kidnappings of Liu supporters and suspects.

Turmoil continues to plague the
college campus as students continue
their rebellion across the nation.
At San Francisco State College,
student strike leaders denounced
rumors of peace saying that a
meeting between acting President
S. I. Hayakawa and a Black Student
Union member would amount to
nothing.
Demands had been made by the
Black Student Union and acting
President Kayakawa was to meet
with one of Its members, Roscoe
Hlount. However, strike leaders
maintain that the meeting would
be meaningless because Blount does
not represent the BSU.
At Swarthmore College, located
near Philadelphia, about 24 negro
students remiln In the admissions
office, where they have been for the
past five days.
The Black Student Union of San
Fernando Valley State College In
Northrldge, Calif., said they will
boycott unless their demands are

met.

And at Brandels University, Waltham, Mass., 65 Negro students remain barricaded In Ford Hall, controUlng the switchboard and a
$200,000 computer.
The president of Brandies University, Morris B. Abram, has al-

Sale
-SAVE20% to 50%
SWEATERS

Aid sent to Biafra
NEW YORK (AP) - The ship
Forra sailed out of Brooklyn Monday night crammed with vitamin
pills, rice and all of the things
the small people of a rich land
donated for starving Blafrans.
One estimate put the value of the
cargo at $250,000.
Boy Scouts, teen-agers, old women on crutches and young people
worked around the clock packing
contributions so the ship could
sail on time.

Scholarships
offered

Thl International Rescue Committee collected $60,000 worth of
drugs and equipment - antibiotics,
vitamins, bandages, x-ray machines - and $90,000 worth of highprotein food - rice, cornmeal,
beans, canned meat and fish.
Mrs. Richard M. Nixon, wife
of the president-elect, appeared
on the steps of St. Patrick's Cathedral Saturday to take part in the
appeal.
In Lagos, Nigeria, the government owned paper, Nigerian Observer, objected that Mrs. Nixon's
appearance "was an example of
continuing American Interference
in the Nigerian civil war" with
Biafra.

JACKETS
SLACKS
SPORT COATS

Lehman's
Menswear
147 N. Main Si
Stop In And
Browse Around!
Charge Account
Welcome

Graduating seniors who plan :■
A: to work for graduate or pro-:-::
X- iesslonal degrees and who are •:■
;!;: members of Phi Eta Sigma, *
:•:■ Freshman Honor Society,:',:
| should contact Dr. H.G. Steele, £
& faculty adviser of the Bowling |
iv Green chapter at 214 Unlver- :■:■
Get your own Photo Poster. S«nd any Black
* $25.00 VllM fir
and White or Color Photo. Alto any IMWII «ity Hall.
paocr or mjgjzinc photo.
5,
The National Phi Eta Slg- |
a ma Fraternity offers at least :>•
PERFECT
POP
ART
■:■ nine $300 scholarships each !:■:
Potter rolled and mailed In sturdy tube.
3X4 ft.— $7.50
| year on the basis of the stu- :*
Original returned undamaged.
£ dent's scholastic record, evl- g
$ dence of creative ability, fin- %
PHOTO JIGSAW PUZZLE J ft. xM/2 ft.
:•: ancial need, promise of sue- :■:■
Get your own Personeliied Photo Jigsaw Puulc. Send any black and white or
v cess In
his chosen field, •:•:
color photo. Mailed in 40 eely to assemble pieces. Greet gift or gag for anyone.
| personality and character.
;>:
The deadline for submitting '■:]
Add SOc for postage and handling for EACH item ordered. Add local Sales
'■:'■ applications Is February 15, ::: Tai. Send check, cash or M.O. (No COD.) to:
I;: 1969.
v
PHOTO POSTER, Inc., 210 E. 23d St., Peat. T-24, M. Y. IQlH

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE
2x3r.-*3 i

ready granted nine of ten demands
Imposed upon him by students. The
tenth demand Is for an autonomous

Afro-American studies department, with Its own budget and its
own firing and hiring policies.

NEED HELP?

Kappa Delta Pi - Honorary in Ed

Call us for information
pertaining to tutorial help
Ext. 3855 365 Ed. eidg. - Miss Vetter
Ext. 3110

301 Chapman

Jll<l\

lloroH

American Youth
Its Outlook Is

w

The subject of this month's
issue ol Fortune magazine
M

uch has been said, and much has been published, about today's "alienated" youth and

society. But to some extent, two important questions remain unanswered: Is this, indeed, a special
kind of younger generation? If so, what will be its
impact on U.S. life over the next decade?
To find the answers to these questions, Fortune
has devoted most of its January issue to Youth and
Its View of America. Here, in a single issue of
Fortune, is perhaps the most thorough and searching analysis of the topic ever presented by a
magazine. Some of the areas on which this special
study focuses:
■ Why student activists demand reforms
■ The revolution on the square campus
■ Youth and the pop culture cult
■ Parents of the Forties
■ What blue-collar youth thinks
■ A new style of campus living
■ How youth is reforming business
Don't miss this special, tingle-subject January
issue of Fortune. It's on sale now!

F O R T U
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Students spread
word of Christ

By GLEN MILLER
Staff Writer
For centuries navigators have
had tlie job of plotting the courses
of ships across oceans. But since
last fall, the word •■ navigators-'
has taken on a new meaning for
some students at Bowling Green
State University.
The Navigators are an interdenominational religiousorganization
working with students on the campus
as well as other campuses in the
United States and foreign countries.
The Bowling Green chapter was
formed last September by the Navigators' advisor, Charles Green, a
layman hired by the Navigators and
a Bowling Green resident. The
organization has a membership of
1C students.
Green feels many students are
ignorant of the teachings of the
scriptures and about Jesus Christ
while others do not know how to
make Christianity practical and
livable in their own lives. Therefore, the Navigators work with college studeuis to do two things.
"The first area involves giving
students the pi ivilege of investigating the claims of Christ to see if
they would be applicable io Uieh
own lives," explained Green.
"The second area is concerned
with giving those students who have
a pel sonal faith in Christ the opportunities to grow in a more vital

fellowship with Christ through
practical help in their dally devotions, Bible study, and personal
evangelism," he added.
The name''Navigators" was chosen because a navigator is a person who finds the shortest distance
between two points in the shortest
amount of time. The founder of
the Navigators, Dawson Trottman,
felt that in Christian life there is
a need to stay on track lietween
ourselves and Christ.
One of the most important aspects
of the BGSU Navigators is that
Green spends personal time with
each Individual member.
"We feel a person who spends
and lives a Christian life will
better attract other people," he
said. "If the people we work with
are quality Christians, then eventually we'll be able to attract the
quantity."
The methods used by the Navigators in understanding Christianity
are primarily Bible studies ,
rallies, and seminars which relate
to practical help which will help a
student live a better Christian life. BLOCK THAT KICK-Greg Kva.ka and Bill Neff host ta the TU Karate team.
It is the second
"We want to have an out-reach practice for the Karate match to be hold at the annual Intercollegiate mootbetwoonthotwo teams.
with students, and we want to be
better able to show them how Grand Ballroom Sunday, at 5 p.m., when BG plays Admission to the event is free.
sophomore year; student body cabChristianity can be prac tlcal,"
inet In senior; Charities, ElecGreen said. "The Navigators on
tions, and Organization Boards;
other campuses have shown that
Appeals Board for the education
this can be done, and we would
department; assistant circulation
like to see it done here."
manager, News; subscription man4.0 accumulative point average.
ager, News.
Tressler has an asslstantshlp from
(Continued from page 1)
the history department and has reEDSON R. ARNEAULT — Sentlon in the College of Liberal Arts
ceived the General Motors scholior majoring in accounting in the
with a 3.63 accumulative point avarship. He was a member of the
College of Business Administraerage. Koff has an asslstantshlp
prose staff for the Inkstone Littion with a 2.88 accumulative avfrom the economics department.
erary Magazine.
erage; deans list; intramural
He Is a member of /eta Beta
sports; president of Beta Alpha
Tau fraternity and Is a Traffic
PHILIP DOUGLAS WELLER —
Psl, accounting honorary, "Who's
Court defense counselor. He has
A junior In the College of BusWho In American Colleges and Uniwon the Phi Eta Sigma Award
iness Administration majoring In versities," residence hall counand the Sidney Frohman Scholarmanagement with a 4.0 accumuselor; adviser of the Comminlship Award.
lative point average. Weller, a catlons Committee of ConkllnHall;
AT 7:30 pm MONDAY, JANUARY 16 !!
member of Tau Kappa Epsllon
chairman of Junior Class CabiTHOMAS H. TRESSLER ~ A
ALUMNI ROOM UNION
fraternity, has an asslstantshlp In net; Kappa Sigma pledge trainer;
Junior In the College of Liberal
business law and has received the
ROTC Squadron Commander, DisArts majoring In English with a
Henry Rappaport Award.
tinguished Military Student; Student Council Treasurer; Student
Student Government
THOMAS ALLEN RUPPANNER Cabinet Financial Advisor; Prosecutor, Student Court; President's
— A senior majoring In International studies in the College of Advisory Conmittee; Advertising
manager, News.
Liberal Arts; assistant hall dirDIVISION OF R. H. MACV * CO. INC,
ector at Andrews; 3.13 accumulaMAYNARD HERMAN SEILER,
tive average; residence hall counJR. — Senior majoring In selling
selor for two years; deans list;
and sales In the College of Business
honor program; honorarles In Ger- with
a 2.6 accumulative average;
man, political science, history and
department
of marketing student
geography; Intramural sports;
assistant; lntrumural sports; IFPC
Sophomore Class Cabinet; Student
president; IFC represenCourt Justice; Chief Justice of Stu- vice
dent Court; various University tative, Sigma Alpha Epsllon; sophomore Class Cabinet; co-chaircommittees.
man Research Committee In Junior
CHARLES JOHN MALLUE — year; Senior Class president; reSenior majoring In Journalism In cording secretary, corresponding
the College of Business Adminissecretary, pledge trainer, Executration with a 3.28 accumulative tive, National Leadership School
average; varsity lacrosse and rug- for Sigma Alpha Epsllon fraterby; Intramural sports; secretary,
nith; Student Advisory Board for
of IFC Pledge Council; "Who's marketing department; Town and
Who In American Colleges and Student Roundtable representative;
Universities;" senior class treaEditor of the BG Hemorrhold; Pisurer; Beta Theta PI correspond- pers Alley, folk-rock group, meming secretary, vice president, Jud- ber; member of NanGregNard
icial board chairman; Student Aca- Trio.
demic Advisory Board of the School
of Journalism; WBGU - FM anROGER LEE MCCRAW — Junnouncer, newscaster.
ior majoring in speech in the College of Liberal Arts with a 2.86
JOHN CHARLES POMS ROY ~
accumiilatlve average; Honors
Senior In the College of Educa- Program; IFC Rush Committee;
tion majoring In comprehensive Undergraduate Alumni Associasciences with a 2.8 accumulative tion; Alpha Tau Omega rush chairaverage; "Who's Who In American man and Miss BGSU Pageant chairColleges and Universities;" intra- man;
treasurer of Freshman
mural sports; IFC representative, Class; Vice president of sopho//
\\
vice president, rush chairman;
more Class; president of Junior
Antaeans; sophomore class cab- Class; Student Council; Orientation
inet; Sigma Alpha Epsllon presi- Leader; Town and Student Rounddent; pledge trainer, chaplain; Stu- table; winner of extempore speech
dent Council representative In contest.

More about

ODK taps 19

An Invitation To All BGSU Men
From
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

National Service Fraternity^
TO A SMOKER

will close
for Inventory

At 1:30 p.m. Wed. Jan. 15 th

THE DEN
sez

THE SALE
Is On!

UCF
SAYS
Congratulations
To Kappa Phi
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Airliner lands in Pacific
LOS ANGELES - A Scandanavian Airlines jet splashed Into the
rainswept Pacific Ocean while attempting a landing at International
Airport Monday night -and floated.
Of the 45 aboard, there were 30
known survivors and 4 known dead.
SAS listed 9 of the remaining 11
as missing, the others as unaccounted for.
Santa Monica Hospital, near the
airport, reported treating 24 persons and said all were In good

THOUGHT
Conscience
of the soul.

is

the voice

-Rousseau

condition.
As dawn broke over the Pacific, wreckage of the big DC8 still
was floating - almost 12 hours
after it came down into two-foot
swells eight miles off shore.
In a scene of pandemonium,
passengers and crew members
scrambled Into rubber boats or atop the wings and fuselage. Some
tumbled into the sea.
An armada of small boats Coast Guard cutters, life guard
craft, and a volunteer fleet of
private yachts and motor boats
- conducted a search and rescue
operation that lasted for hours.
Rescue boats plucked survivors
from the waves or the plane.

sped them ashore to ambulances
that took them to the hospital.
The Jetliner, on a flight across
the North Pole from Copenhagen
via Seattle, Wash., hit the water
with no warning, passengers said.

Cap, gown rental
Candidates for the March
graduation are reminded to
place their order for cap and
gown rental at the University
Bookstore in the Student Services Bldg. No cash Is needed
at tlif time the measurements
are taken.

Student Body President's
EDUCATIONAL DOLL-Kothy Lambert, a student at the Wood
County School for Retarded learnt to button and zip clothes uting this educational rag doll. Helping Kathy is Mrs. Fred McMillan, Jr., IMC director.

Counseling may help
student find himself
By LAURA ZEPERNICK
Staff Writer
Problems of a social, academic,
or vocational nature occur at some
time In many college careers. When
the BGSU student finds he cannot
solve these difficulties himself, he
may seek professional advice at
the University's Counseling Center.
"Counseling helps to solve problems. The solution may not come
right away; It may not come at
all," said Dr. Frank Arnold, director of the Counseling Center.
"Some people think a session with
one of our counselors will make
their problems disappear right away, but it doesn't work that way.
Counseling is not magic, " he added.
"All we can do is help the
student understand himself and his
difficulty and offer a course of action to overcome it. The student
must then help himself by taking
our advice and changing whatever
It is that created the problem,"
said Dr. Arnold.
Individual and group discussions,
the means used by the center to
counsel students, are directed toward self-understanding and communicating with others. A few sessions deal specifically with study
habits, methods to Improve grades,
and vocational choice.
Dr. Arnold explained the Individual discussion or "traditional
approach" this way:
"The student and a staff member
discuss and talk through the problem, In this way the counselor
tries to help the student see the
problem clearly and define It. The
aspects of the problem are outlined and related to the student's
personality. The student is helped
to understand the cause of his actions so he may understand the
cause of the problem.
"Then the student must act to
correct the problem In his interaction with people.
Group discussions are also conducted for students concerned with
the same topic.
The groups delve more deeply
Into the participants' personalities
to discover how the individual
reacts to himself and how others
react to him.
"The participants experiment
with corrective procedures within
the group. If the group response is
negative, the student Is saved a
failure in larger society, which
may have compounded his difficulty had he experim;nted " and
failed there," said Dr. Arnold.
The "growth" group and the
"marathon" group are the types
of group discussions sponsored by
the Counseling Center.
Growth groups are designed to
enlarge the participant's experience in a one-meeting session, according to Dr. Arnold.

"One of the most important facts
that comes out of both groups is
that the student learns other people don't hear what he says in the
way he says It. What one individual says is based on his own frame
of reference and his words are decoded by others In their frame of
reference," he said.
"Students learn that this is one
of the main reasons for strained
relationships; people often misunderstand what others are saying,"
said Dr. Arnold.
Another advantage of the growth
group is the exchange of successful
methods used to handle problems.
Students may adopt someone's
solution for a problem In order to
solve their own, according to Dr.
Arnold.
The marathon group is an intensive long-term groath group.
Dr. Arnold finds the marathon
group the better of the two because
"there Is not the period of getting
to know one another each time discussions take place. Tne students
can start talking about their problems right away without first having to discover each other's personalities."
Six hundred students were helped
last year through the individual
counseling of the seven members of
the center's staff. Of that number,
200 were Involved in group discussions, according to Dr. Arnold.
When students require more
specialized help, they are referred
to the Reading Center, Speech and
Hearing Clinic or Psychology Clinic.
-.
The Reading Center headed by
Dr. Joseph Nemetn, offers classes
in remedial reading for students
who need help In that area to
boost their grades.
Often students do poorly in college because they need speech and
hearing therapy to remedy defects
which affect their grades, according to Dr. Melvln Hanun, director
of the Speech and Hearing Clinic.
The clinic provides individual
theraputlcal sessions to correct
speech defects and conducts hearing
tests and speech- reading (lip- reading) therapy for those with hearing
losses.
Students who have more severe
personal adjustments to make are
referred to the Psychology Clinic.
The staff of the clinic, headed
bh Dr. David Kausch, administers
more specialized psychological
tests than the Counseling Center
Is equipped to give.
The Counseling Center Is not
exclusively designed for vocational
guidance. The staff offers counseling for any problem a student
might encounter.
Help is provided In the form of
individual and group discussions
aiming for a greater understanding
of human actions and reactions
-with the hope that the student will
then try to resolve the problem
himself.

Quarterly Report
on
Student Government.
I. Services established by Student
Government.
1.

Selective Service Counseling -- for details
call Action Line at 3944 or 352-7482.

2.

Rathskellar — open 24 hours a day for a
five week experiment.

3. Graduate Center — open 24 hours a day during finals period.
4.

Educational Student Exchange — subsidized
trips to other colleges, conventions and seminars.

5. Ten Open Forums — once a week throughout first quarter on many different topics.
6. Two Open Hearings — on the parking situation and on the Departmental Advisory Boards.
7. Departmental Advisory Boards — students representation in many academic departments.
8. Declaration of Specific Student Rights -- passed
by Student CounciL
9. Academic Council — two students with rights.
10. Academic Reference Board — handles complaints.
11. Guest Speaker Series — fifty invitations sent
out. two programs scheduled for second quarter.
12. Student Book Exchange — set up at the end
of first quarter in dormitories and the commuter center.
13. Contracted and distributed Freshman photodirectory.

II. Increased communications
between students and
Student Council.
1. Student Council Notes — in the B.G. News every
Tuesday reporting on biUs and committees.
2. Six tables — available free to student for display and distribution of literature.
3. Over 8,000 flyers -- distributed on current
Student Council projects and events.
4. Six campus bulletin boards — available for student and groups to post notices.
5. Election polls — In dormitories rather than
a centralized place.
6. Action Line — an information center for the
campus from 3 to 5 weekdays at 3944.
7. Student Opinion Poll — a quarterly survey of
student views.
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Cemetery posing a major problem

Land problem stunts campus growth
By PAUL BARRETT
Staff Writer
The growth of the University In
the near future rests on the solution of three problems mapped out
In the Master Plan Issued In 1966.
The first of these problems listed In the long-range plan Is the
cemetery, located next to the University Health Center. The strip
of city-owned property from Ridge
Street to Poe Road will completely
bisect the future campus.
The northern portion of this
cemetery property has not been
developed. The plan states that It
Is Imperative that this land be acquired to unify the projected main
academic area for a campus enrollment of 15,000 or 30,000 fulltime equivalent (F.T.E.) students
by 1970 and 1980 respectively. An
F.T.E. refers to a student carrying a 12-hour academic load.
"This land will be needed to
establish residential colleges having 450 men and 450 woman,"
said F. Eugene Beatty, director
of buildings and facilities. These
colleges are to be composed of
freshman and sophomore students
mainly.
Additional academic buildings
will be located nearby and shared
by twj or more of the colleges,
lie said, but the residential colleges

married students. With a substan- Is now the main approach to camthemselves would Include facilities of parking rules.
Future parking is seen to Include tial Increase in enrollment, It is pus from the west on Wooster
for teaching.
Along with the cemetery's Incon- the use of high-rlseor underground hoped that housing supply expands Street.
A new approach to campus will
venient location, Is the problem of facilities and other areas on the adequately to meet future needs,
be created with the future traffic
purchasing the city-owned land perimeter of the campus, said said Beatty.
If the privately owned facilities Interchange between
Interstate
Beatty.
needed by the University.
To replace the use of automobiles do not or cannot keep pace with Highway 75 and Wooster Street
"A committee composed of University officials Is presently nego- for transportation of students on and demand, a land reserve will have This change will provide an opportiating with the Bowling Green City around campus, the plan suggests to be utilized to accommodate on- tunity to present a new Image of
Council concerning the purchase of that the use of bicycles be intro- campus married student housing. the University, with the main apthis land from the city and until it duced. This concept would call for With the accommodations, further proach being changed to the east
Is purchased, we cannot officially a system of paths separate from parking lots will have to be added, campus, he said.
To create other visual entries
he said.
Include It In our projected plan," pedestrian walks, he said.
"As long as the community con- Into campus and break the existThese paths would lower the dansaid Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, vicetinues to furnish adequate housing, ing "Chinese Wall", the plan proger of pedestrian-bicycle conflict
president of the University.
The second basic problem, as by separating bicycles from the we are not going to provide it for poses the elimination of certain
presented In the Master Plan, Is sidewalks and provide the cyclist married students. But If the town buildings in the future. For examone common to most universities. with a convenient mode of transpor- begins to take unfair advantage of ple, sorority houses on Thurstln
Simply stated, the problem is the tation. The use of bicycles would its monopoly, we will be forced to and Ridge Streets may be removed
storage, use, and hazards of auto- also alleviate all pedestrian-ve- furnish this housing, In order to to create a new approach to the
mobiles suffered by both students hicle conflict on the Inner campus encourage and expand married stu- University Union. Another would be
created by removing existing fradent enrollment," said RobertG.
and faculty.
according to Beatty.
"Existing parking space at the
Troublesome as this second Rudd, director of resident services. ternity houses south of the Library,
The third basic problem which
"The current plans must be flexUniversity Is 35 acres. The plan problem Is ;Jone, It may be agpointed out that these areas are gravated in th* future by demands exists with future University devel- ible enough to adjust to change. In
currently being displaced by build- made on the University by incom- opment is the visual barrier which this respect, no long-range plans
the Master Plan refers to as the can remain static. This plan reings. The space required for park- ing married students.
ing with an enrollment of 15,000
At present, the plan states that "Chinese Wall." This term relates presents the best possible forewill be 83 acres. When the en- the local com nunity la adequately to the appearance of the close line- cast of orderly growth based upon
rollment reaches 30,000, the area furnishing off-campus housing for up of long brick buildings on what present knowledge. saiJ Dr. McFall.
required will be 180 acres," saidplnnlngs to I.yn and Debby! Y
Beatty.
TOR SAI.K
Alpha Phi Pledges.
As a solution to problems created
SCM port typewriter-brand HI,
Cebe Sue - Congratulations on you
by greater automobile use and pene- Call 352-7673 after 5 p.m.
engagement and welcome back. Al
tration of the campus, the plan propha Chi Pledges.
posed the closing of the inner cam- 1965 Mcililr Home 58x10. furnished
Jan.
17.
(all
Mike,
353-33i:i>.
with
utilities
shed.
I.oralud
at
Alpenhorn Item - Petti's Alplr i
pus to automobiles and the revision
Find out what is available at GreenLot »2 Gypsy lane Trallor Court.
Village open 7 days a week. Mon.
view.
354-7201.
olkslngers
Interested
In
perform352-5923.
>'
Thurs. 5-11, Frl. & Sat. 5-1, Sui

classifieds

January
Sale

WORLD

THIS ONE BOOK
CAN UPDATE
YOUR ENTIRE
REFERENCE
SHELF
Gives you all the latest data on
hundreds ol subjects . . government, politics, economics,
history, law, sports, nations,
world leaders, celebrities, and
many more. Puts a million
(acts at your tingertips in one
easy-to-use, concise volume.
Whatever the subject, the 1969
World Almanac is the last word!
For over a century, the authority!
THE 1969 WORLD ALMANAC IS

ON
JEWELRY
NECKLACES
PINS
BRACELETS
EARRINGS

SAVESAVE

Klevers
Jewelry

NOW ON SALE!

U.F.C. Presents
Wed. Jan. 14
Thurs. Jan. 15 7:30 and 10:00
Ed. Bldg. Aud.
Tickets 50C at U. Half
.v
"Bergman has filmed
^-

v

The Virgin Spring'

with a fierceness of
gothic imagery
that so fully states
the cold passion and
violence that it leaves
the viewer stunned/'
INGMAR BERGMAN'S

Sunbeam Tiger V-8.
5343. (odd hours).

3281 or 352-

Panasunlc 8 track stereo cartridge
player.
Like new.
$55. John,
449 Bromftold.

-loiley Crowlhar, N. Y. Timei

ng for "LtM Audience" call 353Ing
0512, Mrs. Petti. Call 12-2 p.m.
OI after 5:00.

Bev and Jim - Congratsontbelavallere!
It's about time.
Candy.
Pleaaa OM coed needed to mend
one broken heart. Call 353-3815
anytime after 9 p.m.
Get high for the Aliiha Phi Omega
smoker Thursday In the Alumni
Room of the Union at 7:30.

I-X)H KENT
Itooinmatc wanted for two ipis. at
N. Grove. Should have car. 3545474.
Kemale roommate needed for 2nd
quarter 129 S. College.
Phone
354-3473.
Girl wanted to live III Newlovo
Apt. 3 blocks from campus. Call
882-2107. Collect after 3.
4th man needed for 2nd and/or
3rd quarter at Gremvla*. Call
352-5556.
Female wanted to share Apt. close
to campus. Call Carol 352-1973.
Room for Male student. Must have
car. Call 353-1034.

Mary and Prank - Congratulations
on your engagement.
Alpha Chi
Pledges.
Ol I) TIM1. MOVIES - w. C. Fields,
Laurel & Hardy, Charlie! hapman,
Our Gang, etc., every Wed, only
at (.KIFFIN INN.
Marketing club Meeting Wed, I.in.
15 at 7:30 111 the White Dogwood
Room In the Union. Speaker from
Soiuti win dlacusa tanoltne promotion games.
New member! welcome.
Folk Guitar Leseous. student with
basic I'.uitar l»ackground wanting to
learn 1 OIK Musli; Contact Ted
352-7262 after 12 noon.

LOST AND FOUND
A boy's class ring.
Gold with
red stone. Initials - M.D.C. Heward offered. Contact Debt - 401
Harmon.
Col. Moxle's Out House Jug Hand
seeks girl singer. 352-6301.
Experienced rock organist - must
sing - call Lee 354-3474.

125 N. Main St.

--;*

1961 Falcon 21), radio, heater, new
battery, good go to school car.
Make offer. 353-7551.

_ Ride wanted to Ann Arbor Friday,

Phi Mu Sorority Is look 'if. for
talented students to perfori ., n our
Marathon for the llospita. Ship
■•HOPE" on Sat. Night, Jan 25.
If Interested please call the Phi
Mu house, ext. 2475 or 3421.
Girls, don't be an old maid meet guys - Saturday night at 8
at the Il.G. Armory. "AU you
can drink."
Dance featuring the
PRIMARY COLORS.
Get tickets
front Phi Kappa Psi.

Mrs. Steve Fryman - I.otsa love
and best
wishes.
Alpha Chi
Pledges.
Alpha Phi Actives - Please tie kind
to your slaves on Sat. morning!
Your quaking but ready pledges.
I- ran trip to heaven. No qualifications necessary. Foranentry
blank call 354-7201.
In person recording group Ainboy
Inike.s, plus the Reinnanse Fair,
from Cleveland this Saturday, Jan.
18 at Spring Brook Gardens, Lima
Ohio.
Tirkets on sale at door
$2.50. Starts at 8:00.
Jane and Tom - Congratulations on
your pinning. Alpha Chi Pledges.
Kappa Delts say - Gall your surprise pin is wonderful - Happiness
to you!
Tired of the old illogical CbUTCfa
theology.
Come where ttie Word
of God really lels; where even a
child can see the greatness ami
accuracy of God's Word. 354-7201.
Congratulations Bart) - Another
.Sigma Phi Delta pin In the Houseis great! Love, your KD Sisters.
Alpha Phi Littles want to thank
our Bigs for the Deliciores surprise on Sat. morning.
Barb: Congrats! You'reln!! Kappa
Phi will never be the same. Luv,
Kathy.
Congratulations on your engagements to Marty, Linda, Cookie,
Gwen, Donna, Debby, and Sandy!
Congratulations on your marriage
to Karen! Congratulations on vour

S. M. 0. C.
'[SirnU Machine on Campus)
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS!

©

LOU LaRICHE, INC.

9z0 Plata at Rout* 224 Eaat
Flndlay Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING SALES* SERVICE.- MONDAY *
AND THURSDAY TIL » P.M.
(opp. Ft, Flndlay Shopping Canter)

1-7. Special Student Menu!
Karen!
Congrats on your Kapi
Phi Activation! Kathy.
Pat & mil-- Kappa
Delts Say
Congrats on your lavlllerlng.
Barb:
Much happiness on yot I
Kappa Phi activation. Nutty 42
Janice, Sherry, Claire, Linda, Jani j
Wes, Gene, Alan, Jerry, Con, Join
Get high for O. U. and the Supreme, j
Conpratulatlons--Uncle T. R.
your engagement to Dorothy tl j
Hody--and Uncle Dan on your ei I
gagement to Carol W? of Prou I
You too. Uncle Win. oooNlere.|

Guys, meet plenty of girls Sa I
night at the Phi Psl -All You Ca
Drink' Dance featuring the PIC |
MARY COLORS at the B.C. Ar
inory! There'll be a girl for yoi I
Congratulations Bonnie and Ken i
your pinning.
The Brotbai I
Zeta Beta Tau.
Jan <i Rich:
Congrats on yoi I
Phi Delt lavellering.
Love, D |
Gome: Congrats on your engagi I
ment-2 great girl for a great gu: |
Your Roomie.
Pal - Congratulations to you ai I
John on your engagement. Alpl |
Chi Pledges.
Do you play a guitar, organ, <
sax'.' If so, and you want to je
a band contact Gary In #114 Rodger. I

campus
calendar
DEUTSCHER VEREIN
Will meet at 7 p.m., tomorrow,
in the Taft Room.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Will sponsor a smoker open to
all BGSU men at 7:30 p.m., tomorrow, in the Alumni Room.

INTERESTED IN
TUTORING
Elementary and Jr. High
School Children in
Perrysburg Heights?

SIGMA PHI
Will meet at 6:30 tonight in the
Perry-Croghan Room.

An Organizational Meeting For
The Project Will Be Held Tonight,
at 7:00 at the UCF

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Will meet at 6:30 p. m., tomorrow,
in the Wayne-Harrison Room to
have KEY pictures taken.
UCF

(Service Committee - UCF )

BGSU LAW SOCIETY
Will meet at 7 tonight in the
Alumni Room.
KAPPA PHI
Will sponsor an Information night
in all women dorms, tonight.

Presents "The Virgin Spring"
at 7:30 and 10 p.m. tomorrow In]
the Education Building Auditorium. I
Tickets are 50 ? and are on sale In I
University Hall.
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Pesky Kent hosts Falcons

"Bowling Green holds th* key for us," Frank Truitt.

By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The Falcons, In quest of their
second straight conference win, will
travel to Kent tonight to face one
of the most overlooked quintets
around.
Underated by most, but not by
Falcon head coach Bob Conlbear
or his young cagers. The Flashes
who trudged along with a 3-9 league
record in the 67-68 campaign, returned seven lettermen for the
current crown chase. An abundance
of experience is expected to make
the Flashes serious contenders for
probably the first time In their
cage history.
Only four points has been the
margin between the Flashes' last
place standing and a possible per-

fect mark atop the conference. Kent
dropped a 70-69 decision to Ohio
University before being downed by
the present leader, Miami, also
by one point.
"Kent Is a very experienced
ball club," said Bob Conlbear,
"they play well together and are
patient."
The Falcon coach compared the
Flashes to his own club In those
respects, but the hosts for tonight's
encounter will
be
physically
stronger. "Size or bulk wise, they'll
be stronger than us," said Conlbear.
Kent will be paced by 6-6, 215
pound Tom Lagodlch at the post.
He had been out because of an
injury, but his recent return has
sparked Kent to a pair of impressive conference efforts.

| Around the MAC j
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
The 68-69 conference race has been underway for at least three
weeks now, and If what has transgressed is any indication of action
to follow - beware. This couJd easllv be the closest race In years.
Three matches have been decided by margins of single points and
three games by a point spread under nine.
TOLEDO—The Rockets have again been picked to
cop the league honors, so what's new? This will be
the third year for them in that role. •
The Rockets returned a fine group of lettermen
in Steve Mix, John Rudley, John Brisker, Bob Miller and even the promising 7-footer Doug Hess.
Although the Rockets have surprised few in rambling
to a 8-3 record, their internal structure has been
altered.
Hess was red-shir ted and the talented
Brisker was lost through ineligibility.
Opposing teams have been collapsing well on the
big Rocket center Steve Mix, but Larry Smith (untested newcomer) and Miller have been relieving the
pressure. Teamwork though has still been missing,
and this is their key. -'Toledo goes as Rudley goes,"
said Bob Conlbear.
MIAMI—Although rated third, the Redskins returned
little of real nann; value to the league race. Gone
were the Fosters and Snows. But Miami coach Tate
Locke had Glen Pryor, Walt Williams, Mike Wren,
Ray Loucks. George Burkhart, and Frank Lukacs.
Their names won't ring any bells, except to three
conference opponents that have fallen to Skin power.
The Redskins have a balanced, well run, and patient defensive club. They secured the necessary
confidence in the early going and displayed a significant poise in easily toppling Marshall at the Herd
gym. This is not an easy task. "Miami is great at
containing people on defense, they are a good sound
basketball team," said Bob Conlbear.
OHK> UNIVERSITY—The Cats undoubtedly deserve
to be rated a serious challenger this year, with John
Canine, Ken Kowall, Gerald McKee leading the way.
I'hi'v are getting fine relief help and use their size
and bulk in sound rebounding. Like Miami, the Cats
will not go to any one individual, but must get a bal
anced effort.
Possibly one key for the Cats is the important roll
to be played by center Grpg McDlvltt. To date hi
has been ineffective in the OU attack.
WESTERN MICHIGAN—Gene Ford is the word from
Western Michigan and rightly so. The 6-5 forwardcenter is leading the MAC at a 29.5 clip, but is
receiving fine support from Ellis Hull and Earl
Jenkins who are averaging 18 and 17 jwints respectively.
The Broncos who are averaging 80 points a game
to top the conference are also high on the rebounding list.
'They are a physically strong club,"
said Conlbear, "they always seem to start out slow
but then come around." Already the Broncos ran
Toledo into the court for a half, only to lose 67-60
MARSHALL—Suddenly the Thundering Herd has been
quieted. Stripped of their wealth of veteran material
by graduation, Marshall is relying heavily upon starters Dan D'Antoni and Jim Davidson. The former is
the speedster guard hitting 19 points a game for the
Herd while Davidson is close at 15.
The depth and supiorting cast from here is mighty '
thin and the Marshall success will rest on the team
development while D'Antoni and Davidson carry the
load. The explosive D'Antoni will carry a similar
load to Rudley of Toledo.
—
KENT STATE—Simply put, the Flashes are hungry
W
and seeking their first winning season since the 51-52
t-~*
campaign. Its been a long drought but the marbles
f
are rolling in the Kent direction for the first time
f^
under Frank Truitt's tutelage. Kent and Western
should be the league's dark horses.

Reinforcing the hefty Lagodlch
will be 6-5 Larry Wilson and 6-5
Doug Grayson. Wilson checks In at
215 and Grayson at 195. Grayson
who averaged 16 points last year
is hitting at a 17 point clip through
the Flashes first 10 contests. Lagodlch who managed Just 12 a game
last year Is besting his former
mark at a 16 point clip.
Although the scoring does tall off
somewhat with Wilson's 7.2 average, guard Bruce Burden is providing 12 markers a contest in a
starting role.
Kent is averaging almost 70
points a game on offense while
moving to a 5-5 record including a
recent 82-74 win over Tulane.
The coupon exchange for the
Miami basketball game this Saturday will start today and continue through Friday until all the
tickets are used up. The exchange
Is to be made at the ticket office In Memorial HalL
Game time Is 8 p.m.
READY AGAIN-And so are the Falcons who will host Oberlin

Like so many of the squads In tonight at the ice arena in search of their 12th win.
the conference, the Flashes do not
rely heavily upon any Individual.
They have a good combination of
guards, and talented and physically
powerful big men up front.
"They have a good chance," said
Conlbear, "and against us there's
the added Incentive of beating the
defending champs."
Bowling Green is steadily rounding out as a contender, as dissity of Detroit's class, but I still
By DAVID EGBERT
played by the Improved patience in
don't want to look by them, or we
Assistant Sports Editor
their level of play. Their chief obcould get beat," he said.
stacle could be playing in the Kent
After the season's first four
Bowling Green's hockey team,
gym.
"Bowling Green has never played fresh from a profitable weekend games, the Yeoman had a highly
well in the Kent gym, we didn't series with Air Force, which saw respectable 3-1 mark, taking wins
last year and probably never have the Falcons raise their season over Hlllsdale, Case, and Miami
In our history," said Conlbear. mark to 11-2, host the Yeoman from while suffering a 7-2 setback to
the Buckeyes of Ohio State. The
"This would be a good time to Oberlin tonight at 7:30.
"They're a team of pluggers," Falcons downed the Buckeyes 5-1
overcome this, to stick to our plan
said Falcon coach Jack Vivian. in competition earlier in the camand run our patterns."
Kent coach Frank Truitt revealed "They Just work away at you little paign.
Coach Horn's hockey teams have
the Importance of this encounter for by little," he added.
Oberlin's lone standout appears compiled a four year mark of
his staring five, "Bowling Green
holds the key focus in the MAC to be goalie Larry Schiller. Be- 34-21-1, with one of those losses
race. The head knocking we went sides being the team captain, Schil- coming last year to Bowling Green,
through on this last road trip can't ler has lettered three years for 11-1.
trip can't hurt us any; we should the Yeoman icers.
For those who like a steady diet
After SchiUer, the rest of the of scoring, this season's hockey
have gotten tougher," said Truitt.
team appears to be quite even, al- team has been made to order. The
though coach Joe Horn has 13 let- Falcons have averaged in excess
ermen from the 1967-68 squad of six goals per outing against
which posted a 9-9 record.
good competition. No team has
The defense appears to be the been able to hold BG to less than
major consideration in building a three goals.
successful team for this season.
Meanwhile the defensive units
John Powers and Fred Mlnnear
With no games predicted prior to have returned to help bolster the have allowed 38 goals In the 13
this, our ESP pollsters will begin Oberlin defensive unit but Horn is outings for an average of less than
per contest.
fresh when the Falcons travel to looking for another defensive tan- three
Most of the Bowling Green scorKent State tonight, and when the dem to skate with Powers and
ing has been done by three cenBobcats venture to Miami.
Minnear.
ters, Rick Allen, Mike Root and
The late start for the sports
Among the returning veterans Bruce Blythe.
staff should be most beneficial. It are leading point - getters Nate
Root leads the team in scoring
cautions us to be Ieary of upsets Jackson and Dan Duffey along with with
23 points on 11 goals and 12
and yet causes us to be confident the second line of Dave Alschuler, assists
while Allen Is No. 1 in
in picking them. Without a doubt Ed Merrill and Steve Woodruff.
goals with 13. Blythe has 15 assists
this should be a wild league season,
"I am not anticipating a real to lead in that category while addpossibly topping last year.
tough time of it," said Vivian. ing seven goals for 22 points,
Avoiding the real topic (BG) for "They're probably in the Univer- second only to Root.
a while, let us move to the MiamiOhio clash set also for this evening. The Bobcats are loaded with
NOW
fire power as the Falcons found
out last weekend. In the persons
Thru Ties. Jon. 21
of Ken Kowall, John Canine, and
Eve. at 7:20, 9:30
Gerald McKee. With their strong
rebound performances the Cats are
going to stay with the high flying
SoT. I See. Mot. at 2:00, 3:40, 5:20
Redskins.
Greg McDivitt, failed miserably
for the Cats, though, against the
Falcons and OU will need better
efforts from the 6-7 center to gain
a win over the conference leader.
Still we see MIAMI copping their
A new kind off police officer!
fourth decision of the short season
to continue atop the conference
standings. The Skins are smooth,
confident, patient, and riding momentum. They are getting top efforts from Glen Pryor, Ray Loucks,
George Burkhart and Wall Williams.
When the Falcons travel to Kent
tonight, they will look like inviting
prey for the Flashes. Kent is
tired of close defeats and plans to
hit the contender role by virtue of
a win over the Falcons. The young
BG crew in turn must be eyeing
the lovely possibilities of adding a
second victory In the required six
road trips for MAC battles.
The consensus here is that
BOWLING GREEN will still ride
atop the conference with Miami
following tonight's action. Another
fine Falcon effort from the floor
and some more timely bench relief and the Falcons will snap the
jinx of the Kent State gym.

Oberlin invades
BG ice at 7:30

ESP Pollsters
tab BG, IK ami

mumm*\

STEVE MCQUEEN

As "BULLIT"

Congratulations
To The
New
ODK

Initiates
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Green grows
the

BIOLOGY GREENHOUSE-Th* greenhouse is locoted behind the
Life Science Bldg. on Leroy Street. (Photo hy Lee Hierholzer)

The Biology Department's new
greenhouse is rapidly becoming
operational.
The new facility,
completed earlier this year, replaces the old greenhouse behind
Moseley Hall.
The new greenhouse consists
of four envioronmental rooms of

Japan is topic
of lecture by
Dr. Joseph C. Buford (Fhotot by Bill Barry)

Dr. Joseph Buford

Selling the product
By STAN HARZELL
Staff Writer
It Is the beginning of classes,
and you're expecting your first
lecture in 'Geography to be dull
boring, and simply uninteresting.
The professor enters the room,
arranges the maps, notes, and
other paraphernalia used by instructors.
Then, however, your expectations
are destroyed, for the lecture
assumes all the aspects of a persistent salesman selling encyclopedias to hardsell customers. There
are elaborate hand motions, dramatic facial expressions, and oratlon which would wake up any Monday morning class.
Dr. Joseph C. Buford, chairman
of the Geography Department, arrived on campus in 194H, and has
seen the enrollment Increase from

3,000 to 13,000.
He believes
teaching Is an art and "you must
literally sell your subject. Students aren't always eager to learn.
But If you're successful In bringing about an awareness, learning
becomes relatively simple."
During his 20 years at Bowling Green, Dr. Buford has seen
many changes, but the most dramatic has been in the attitudes
of the students. "Students are becoming more sophisticated," he
said, "and this is basically good.
Sophistication i is the result of
education.
Today students are
more alert, and their reasons for
coming to Bowling Green have
changed for the better."
He went on to say years ago
students gave three reasons for
coming to the University— the fees

were reasonable, BG was an academically easy college, and it was
a good place to go if you were interested in basketball. "Today
students come here primarily because it was recommended by a
principal, advisor, or a teacher
because of a good academic record."
Dr. Buford said there is less
Interest in fraternities and sororities than there was in the past
because social functions are now
provided to a certain extent by
University organizations.
"Bowling Green students are
more reserved in their activities,"
he said, "and are somewhat selective in their thinking. Things
are better now at Bowling Green,
and they will continue to improve."

Far East expert
Far Eastern expert
Phillip
Walker will lecture on the topic
"Japanese Summer" In the second
of the UAO Geography Department
Lecture Series Monday, Jan. 20
at 7 p.m. In the Ballroom.

growing plants and a workshop
area. The environmental rooms
simulate tropical and desert climates and the proper climates
for plant germination and propogation.
The tropical room is used foi
growing plants which need a greai
amount of moisture. Included ii
this section are ferns, mosses,
and water plants. In the deser
room, many of the familiar cactuses and succulents are grown
An unusual plant in this settioi
is an eight foot Yucca tree. Th
Yucca tree is normally found onl;
on the north ridge of the Gran(
Canyon.

A travel film producer and lecturer, Walker began his career as
an announcer for NBC and subsequently wrote and produced his
own independent programs for television.

The germination room is use(
for growing seedlings and special
research. It currently is fillet
with corn and bean sprouts foi
use in biology classes. The prorogation room is used in studying vegatative reproduction. I
now houses many plants commoi
to this area.

In 1961 Walker flew with two
Swiss from Switzerland to Italy
and became the first American
to cross the Alps in the basket
of a free-floating balloon.
Walker, a Californian. has made
films in Asia, Europe,' North and
South America.

The greenhouse, when In com-,,
plete operation, will act as a plan
supply center for the biology department. Its main purpose i.'
to provide a representative groui
of plants for use In biology clas
ses and in independent researcl
projects.

Program guarantees loans
WASHINGTON (CPS)—New legislation which makes it possible for
a student to borrow money for educational expenses from his school-regardless of his state of residence—has gone into operation under |
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
The new type of loan is authorized by recent amendments to Con- |
gress' Higher Education Act of 1965.
In most states, before the amendments were enacted, loans to non-1
resident students could not be insured. The amendments permit the |
Federal Government of Insure loans made by a college to a studen^
who, by reason of his residence, does not have access to a state
or private loan insurance program.
The amendments also open the way for such organizations as I
commercial lending companies, insurance companies and pensior [
funds to make federal insured loans to students. Many of these organizations had been willing to loan to students but had not beer |
able to guarantee the loans.
Students may borrow up to $1,500 a year to a maximum of $7,500
including loans made for graduate study. Repayment begins after the]
student has left school, and may be extended over a period of froml
five to ten years, with deferment while serving in the military, Peace
Corps or VISTA, or during periods of return to full-time study. 1
The federal government pays all interest charges (7 per cent a year\
on behalf of a student, whose adjusted family income is less (ha
$15,000 a year, until repayment begins.
Since the inception of the student loan program, more than $11
billion has been loaned to students. The U.S. Office of Educatioil
expects that 750,000 loans totaling more than $641 million will bt]
made during the current fiscal year, which closes In June.

